September 16, 2016
The National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC) provides this twicemonthly newsletter
to keep you informed of pending deadlines, volunteer opportunities, and NFRC news.
Calendar and Deadlines
October 2016
October 36, 2016  Fall Membership Meeting  Registration and details of the
meeting are now available HERE.
NFRC Reinvigorating its Commercial Program
The National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC) is acting on the findings of a four
monthlong, independent study that assessed its current commercial program and
opportunities for its future.
The Cadmus Group, a nationally recognized, highperformance building and
sustainabilityconsultant specializing in delivering solutions that transform markets, carried
out the study.
Through the course of its work, Cadmus conducted interviews with commercial
manufacturers, building code officials, and designbuild professionals in leading cities.
The results shed light on the state of commercial certification throughout the country,
better positioning NFRC to reinvigorate its program in alignment with substantiated market
needs.
As NFRC undertakes this initiative, CEO, Deb Callahan, recognizes the importance of
remaining steadfast in fulfilling the organization’s mission. While manufacturers offer the
knowledge and insight required for building an efficient tool, the commercial program itself
must ultimately serve the public.
“Residential manufacturers often tell us their customers value the NFRC label, but any
financial gain they realize is a byproduct of NFRC’s work, not the purpose of it,” Callahan
said. “This also needs to be the case with our commercial program.”
Next Steps
NFRC has already begun taking its next steps. It has assembled teams, which include
members of its commercial work group, to focus on market development and program
design.
In addition to engaging commercial manufacturers in further interviews aimed at revealing

their motivation for pursuing certification, the teams will investigate several other areas to
guide NFRC’s path forward:
Market Development and Program Design
Better understanding the commercial manufacturers’ value chain and what will
encourage them to adopt the program
Uncovering specific challenges associated with building customized fenestration
systems
Establishing how code officials, designbuild professionals, energy officers, and
other organizations need to be involved
Discussions in Denver
The Cadmus Group will deliver its findings during NFRC’s fall membership meeting, which
will be held at the Grand Hyatt Denver, October 35.
Cadmus will also host a number of breakout sessions. Discussions will include codes and
government groups, component system suppliers, and design professionals.
Additionally, green building expert and NFRC Board member, Daniel Huard, will deliver a
presentation intended in part to explain how the LEED and WELL Building Institute
certification programs figure into NFRC’s commercial program.
NFRC will publish a more detailed schedule of its planned commercial discussions within
the next few weeks.
“The report findings and these discussions will help us guard against making assumptions
and allow NFRC to proceed based on research,” Callahan said. “Now, the real work
begins.”
If you would like to be included in the discussion, make sure to register for the meeting.
Once you register you will be invited to participate in the Brainstorming and Prototype
Development Session.
New NFRC Ventilation Rating
The National Fenestration Rating Council’s (NFRC) Ventilation Rating Task Group, led by
Ray Garries as chair, successfully developed a new ventilation rating for NFRC after
several years of task group work. Titled NFRC 401: Procedure for Determining
Fenestration Product Ventilation Rating, the final document (with edits) was approved by
NFRC members at the Spring 2016 Committee Meeting, held April 45, 2016, in
Alexandria, Virginia.
“This optional rating standardizes the methods to measure the ventilation area of operable
fenestration products and delivers a rating based on the ratio of frame area to ventilation
area,” said Garries. “The key point here is that NFRC will now be able to supply the key
part of the formula for effective natural ventilation, as in the equation from Autodesk.
NFRC’s ventilation rating will fill in the ‘A’ in the formula Q_wind = K * A * V.” (See THIS
LINK for more information on the equation.)

Full implementation of the new rating still requires additional work on the part of NFRC
staff and the Board of Directors. Now that the procedure for the rating has been accepted
by membership, the changes required to accommodate it in the NFRC Certified Products
Directory (CPD) must be weighed, accounted for, approved, and then completed in the
CPD software. Release of the procedure and implementation of the ventilation rating is
expected in late 2016.
“NFRC is grateful to Ray Garries, Joe Jonely (vice chair), and all of the members of the
Ventilation Rating Task Group,” said Michelle Scism, NFRC staff liaison for the task group.
“Their hard work and the many hours volunteered over the course of several years to get
this new rating accomplished are examples of the dedication that NFRC relies on for the
benefit of the full fenestration industry.”
Additional Data Gathered for the NFRC 100 Custom Grid Ballot
The following information is for the NFRC 100 Custom Grid ballot in reference to the grid
data in the NFRC Certified Products Directory (CPD). (Ballots may be accessed HERE.)
More information will be collected, analyzed, and made available on the NFRC website
until the NFRC membership meeting in October.
Summary of the Grid Data in CPD
In order to determine the grid addon Ufactor rating value, data was pulled from the CPD
determining the Ufactor difference between a product option that has no grid and a grid
modeled for each grid size (0.75” & 1.5”). The data displays the number of product options
at 0.01 (BTU) intervals of the total Ufactor rating value from the effect of the grid being
modeled.
The grid data represents 62 participants.
Staff will continue to provide an update of the grid data in the CPD through the balloting
process and intends to have a majority sampling by the October meeting. If interested,
please feel free to review the updated data at your convenience when staff forwards
updates informing members when new data is available.
As of August 24, 2016, the data shows that approximately 96.7% of all grids modeled fall
within 0.03 (BTU) of the nonmodeled grid.
CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE DATA RESULTS.
The National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC) invites you to attend the NFRC
Fall Membership Meeting in Denver, Colorado, October 3 – 6, 2016
Registration: Registration is available on the NFRC website: click here to register now.
The draft schedule may be viewed HERE.
Early Bird Registration: The deadline for early registration is September 2, 2016.
Register before the deadline to have your name in the program booklet and to save $100
on registration.
Book Your Stay: Hotel accommodations with the NFRC meeting hotel, the Grand Hyatt,
Denver, are significantly discounted. NFRC has negotiated this rate for a limited number

of rooms. You can reserve your room online or call 18884211442 (ask for NFRC group
rate  $209/night). The deadline to obtain the NFRC discounted hotel rate is Friday,
September 2, 2016.
Highlights of the Meeting:
Prospective Leaders Network (PLN): NFRC is excited to introduce the PLN track
at the fall membership meeting. This is for anyone who is new to NFRC, who wants
to refresh their understanding of NFRC’s documents and software, or who is
interested in pursuing leadership opportunities. There will be various sessions
throughout the day on Monday, October 3, and a PLN networking reception.
British Fenestration Rating Council (BFRC): A representative from the British
Fenestration Rating Council will talk about the role of the BFRC and Fenestration
SelfAssessment Scheme (FENSA) in the UK.
Networking Opportunities: Join other decision makers at these 3 networking
opportunities.
Welcome Reception: Sunday, October 2 – Network with other meeting
attendees as well as NFRC staff.
Networking Reception: Monday October 3 – Join other meeting attendees and
staff for a casual evening of networking.
Networking Lunch: Tuesday, October 4 – There will be a networking lunch
open to all registered meeting attendees.
More to Come: Document ballots for review (ballots will close September 8, 2016),
agendas, past draft minutes, and rosters will be available as the meeting gets closer.
Continue to check the NFRC’s meeting site for additional details. NFRC members will get
email alerts when available.
Please contact NFRC's Meetings and Membership Manager, Jessica Finn, at 240
8219512, if you require assistance. Thank you for your continued support of the NFRC.
NFRC Meeting Information
Dates through 2018
The following dates have been set for the NFRC’s Spring and Fall meetings through
2018. The dates have been vetted thoroughly, are published early, and were
reported to affiliated industry contacts to avoid potential conflict. Please mark your
calendars with the following meeting dates through the fall of 2018:
2016
Fall Membership Meeting: October 36, 2016
Denver, Colorado. Additional details are available HERE.
2017
Spring Committee Meeting  March 2729, 2017
Alexandria, Virginia
Fall Membership Meeting  September 2528, 2017
San Diego, California
2018*

Spring Committee Meeting  March 1921, 2018*
Fall Membership Meeting  October 811, 2018*
*dates may change

Member Tips
Don't forget to register for the Fall Membership Meeting, click here to register.
If you cant attend, you can assign a proxy vote. Click here to complete the proxy form.
Any questions may be directed to Jessica Finn, NFRC Meetings and Membership
Manager, at 2408219512.
Volunteer Opportunities
The ANS Standards Committee is seeking members, particularly in the User and
General Interest categories. This group is responsible for the adoption and revisions
to ANSI/NFRC 100, ANSI/NFRC 200, and ANSI/NFRC 400, and to ensure the ANSI
consensus process is followed. Additional information (including definitions of the
member categories) and the applications for the committee may be found on the
group page linked or you may contact Robin Merrifield at 2408219513.
The NFRC 700 PCP Certification Subcommittee is looking for a new Chair. The
scope of this group is "to create and maintain Product Certification Program (PCP)
document and procedures." To volunteer for this position, please submit your name
to Scott Hanlon.
The Ufactor Subcommittee is looking for a new Chair. The subcommittee is
responsible for developing and coordinating NFRC 100:The Technical Procedures
for Determining Fenestration Product UFactors. To volunteer for this position,
please submit your name to Scott Hanlon or Steve Urich.
The CPD Advisory TG is looking for a new Chair. The CPD Advisory Task Group’s
scope is to support staff with defining projects, their scopes and business rules to
improve the Certified Products Directory (CPD) as well as monitor how changes to
NFRC programs may affect the CPD. The task group will also support staff in
recommending the priorities and the testing of projects. The purpose of this effort is
to provide and maintain accurate and well documented software that fulfills NFRC's
core mission. To volunteer for this position, please submit your name to Stewart
Nicholas or Sherri Wendt.
Volunteer opportunities are always listed on the NFRC community.
Fee Adjustments Aim to Keep Programs Strong
NFRC will implement an adjustment to its fee schedule on January 1, 2017.

Despite numerous increases in operating costs over the years, NFRC has absorbed these
expenses to minimize the impact on its licensees. The cumulative effect, however,
necessitates adjusting participation fees.
These fees cover NFRC’s operating costs and allow the organization to maintain the
programs that support its rating and labeling process.
These include the Certified Products Directory (CPD) and the Attachments Product
Directory (APD). Both have seen unprecedented growth that brought with it significant
investments in maintenance and improvement over the last few years.
“Our licensees are investing in their products through NFRC certification, and we strive to
keep this affordable while also evolving to meet their needs,” said CEO, Deb Callahan,
“These adjustments will help us accomplish that.”
The 2017 Fee Schedule may be viewed HERE; a brief bulletin outlining the fee changes
can be found HERE. Questions may be directed to accounting@nfrc.org.
NFRC Billing Notice
Invoices for the 2016 September Product Line Fees were emailed on September 8, 2016.
NFRC offers the ability to pay invoices online. Once logged in, you will see all of the open
invoices. This is a secure site and it is PCI Compliant. It will not process payments
automatically. If you choose to pay by credit card, click here: PAYMENT PORTAL.
Information on the NFRC billing and invoices may be found in a brief explanatory video,
located HERE.
If you have any questions regarding billing or the new portal, please contact us at
accounting@nfrc.org.
NFRC is the recognized leader in energy performance rating and certification programs
for fenestration products. Visit NFRC News Now for the latest fenestrationrelated information.
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